
 

  

NAME OF ACTIVITY TOUCH & SIGN   TYPE SHORT FORM 

FUNCTION Focusing |  Creating a focus | Active involvement and presence | Practising signs | Self-perception and partner perception 

DESCRIPTION 

As a starting point, each participant chooses a sign for himself / herself, which is practiced together. Or we can play the activity with name tags. 

We stand in two rounds, the two session leaders stand in one round. In the circles, the participants stand close together shoulder-to-shoulder. To 

begin with, the facilitator signs someone’s name or the sign they received in the practice circle (e.g., dog). Whoever has this sign selects another 

person from the circle and touches his shoulder. The person who is touched selects the next participant and signs his / her sign. He touches again… 

and so on. The system is therefore: touch - sign - touch - sign. If someone spoils or hesitates, they run over to the other circle, stand there, and 

continue playing there, making their job harder because they have to use a new sign. Due to the mistakes, running from one lap to another is 

continuous. It is not necessary for participants to note exactly who received what sign (although it is appropriate and will happen by the end of the 

activity), but it is enough to know the signs of the topic that have been distributed. The activity requires a lot of concentration, followed by a 

relaxing, moving game is recommended. 

ELIGIBLE 

COMPETENCIES, 

SKILLS, ATTITUDES  

Memory | Visual memory | Accuracy of signing | Concentration | Don't be afraid to make mistakes! | Take advantage of the opportunities that 

arise from the error!  

RELATED GAME OR 

BACKGROUND GAME 

If we play the activity with definite Sign Language signs, the activity has to be preceded by the joint learning and memorization of signs, according 

to the topic. The activity is suitable for practicing name signs, a good starting game in a longer training process. 

FORM OF WORK PLAYTIME AGE GROUP 
TOOL OR 

STARTING POINT 

DIFFICULTY 

LEVEL (1-5) 
OTHER 

Whole group in 2 

circles (12 people 

mnimum) 

10 – 15 minutes  
Over 12 years of 

age 
 4 

If we are not playing with name signs, we need to know at least as many 

signs from the given topic as we have participants, since everyone needs a 

separate signs. 

 

 

 


